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Your music teacher will help you learn these chorus songs. 
If you would like to rehearse the music outside of school, rehearsal tracks are available online:

https://ofty.org/tms 

Please copy and distribute these materials as needed.
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READY, 
SET, OPERA!

This handbook will help you prepare for your performance of  
Barber of Seville with Opera for the Young. Inside you will find your lyrics and 

lines, as well as story line and staging notes to give you a general idea of 
what’s happening. Your teacher will help you get started, and the OFTY cast 

is looking forward to working with you on the day of the show! 

O p e r a  F o r 

T h e  Y o u n g ’ s

https://ofty.org/tms
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CAST OF CHARACTERS (in order of appearance)

Count Almaviva
Rosina
Seville High Students
Doctor Bartola
Figaro
*Police Officer
*Basil

OFTY Artist
OFTY Artist
Student Chorus
OFTY Artist
OFTY Artist
Student
Student

Illustrations by Ingrid Kallick; design concept and costumes by Karen Brown-Larimore

*Your teacher 
will select these 

individuals 
ahead of time

SPECIAL 
NOTE: 

The 16 student chorus members should bring a pillow to school the 
day of the opera for a brief scene near the end of the performance.
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PLOT SYNOPSIS

ACT 1
Doctor Bartola (Dr. B) is grumpily waiting for her ward, Rosina (Rosie) to return from 
the prom. Count Almaviva, a visiting European royal, walks by just as Rosie enters with 
her pals from Seville High. Rosie and the Count immediately get crushes on each other! 
Rosie goes home and the Count sings a serenade under her window. Figaro enters on 
his motorcycle and the Count hires him to help with Rosie. The Count asks Figaro to tell 
Rosie that he’s “Lindoro,” a servant of the Count, so that Rosie will love him for himself, 
not his money. Figaro suggests that “Lindoro” should be a foreign exchange student 
assigned to the doctor’s house. That way, he can spend time with Rosie without Dr. B 
getting suspicious!

Dr. B reads a newspaper article about the Count’s visit to Seville. She’s worried that 
Rosie might fall in love with the famous bachelor and ruin Dr. B’s plans to have her 
marry her son. She leaves to spread some nasty rumors about the Count. Figaro teases 
Rosie about Lindoro, and Rosie surprises him by handing over a love letter for him to 
take to the handsome fellow!

Lindoro comes to Dr. B’s house dressed in a wacky outfit and speaking a crazy mixed-
up language. Rosie enters and realizes that this kooky guy is Lindoro when he passes a 
love letter to her. Dr. B sees this and demands the note. Rosie hands her a shopping list 
and Dr. B is furious, certain she’s being tricked! Figaro enters and tries to calm everyone 
down, but it takes a Police Officer to settle things.

ACT 2
Dr. B wonders who this strange student really is when another odd guy enters. It’s 
Lindoro again – but he’s pretending to be Rosie’s substitute music teacher. He says that 
the real teacher, Basil, is sick. Figaro joins them, ready to give Dr. B her spa treatment. 
Rosie enters and, after the surprise of seeing her boyfriend in another disguise, gets 
ready for her voice lesson.  Her singing soon turns into a love song, which is interrupted 
by the real music teacher Basil’s arrival! Figaro, Rosie, and Lindoro pretend that Basil’s 
too sick to teach and carry the poor fellow offstage. The voice lesson begins again and 
Figaro keeps Dr. B’s attention away from Rosie and Lindoro. Dr. B overhears the word 
“disguise” and realizes who this fake teacher really is! She pulls Rosie away. Lindoro 
tells Figaro that Rosie loves him and that he wants Figaro to help them elope. 

Unfortunately, Rosie overhears part of that conversation… the part where Lindoro tells 
Figaro that he wants to take Rosie to Europe to become the Countess Almaviva. This 
upsets Rosie because she doesn’t know Lindoro is Count Almaviva! When Lindoro 
asks Rosie to run off with him she refuses, thinking he is trying to get her to marry a 
different person. Figaro and the Count explain everything with help from the Seville 
High kids. Finally even Dr. B understands the situation and everyone lives happily ever 
after!
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During the overture, Rosie will lead the CHORUS through the audience and to the performing 
space. They are returning home from the prom and Rosie is Prom Queen. She will encourage the 
kids to wave to teachers and friends in the audience, cheer for Seville High, etc. When they reach 
the ‘stage’ they’ll meet Count Almaviva who will join them for the first CHORUS song (which is 
actually a section of the original overture).
 

#2 LEARN TO SING: Who is that beauty?

Count:  Who is that beauty?

CHORUS: You mean the queen who’s really keen? Why, that’s Rosina.

Count:  Please introduce me.

CHORUS:  It’s way too late for any date, you must be patient.

Here are some tips that will help you read the script.

• The green bubbles “set the scene” and provide a brief description of what is 
happening onstage. 

• Movement directions will be in blue and inside parentheses. All movement will 
be simple and led by the OFTY artists.

• All CHORUS words are bold, sung CHORUS words (lyrics) are also italicized.

• #1 MEET THE CAST Watch to the VIDEO TUTORIALS with your teacher.

• You can go to our website (with adult permission) and follow along with the 
track numbers listed in these instructions to rehearse at home! 

  https://ofty.org/tms

• NOTE: The MALT SHOP is the area near the pianist where the CHORUS sits 
during the show when they are not involved in the onstage action.

Once upon a time...

BARBER OF SEVILLE

INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENT CHORUS & CAMEO ROLES

(OFTY Artists then seat CHORUS)

https://youtu.be/hxD215LvxAs
https://youtu.be/-GlWFmBftSg
https://ofty.org/tms
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENT CHORUS & CAMEO ROLES continued

Rosina: Who is that dreamboat?
(Rosie)

CHORUS:  He’s just a fool who thinks you’re cool and wants your number.

Rosie:  Please introduce me.

CHORUS: It’s almost dawn, the time is gone, it’s past your curfew.

Count &   Just as a dream starts to grow in this lonely guy 
CHORUS:  a beam of the sun starts to glow in the morning sky above.
 
 (Adult cast members then seat CHORUS near pianist in “the MALT SHOP”)

Immediately after this come two CHORUS lines and the second CHORUS song.)

#3 LEARN TO SING: Tiptoe so quietly

Count:  Rosina…(sigh)

CHORUS:  He’s got it bad!

Count:  You mean, I’m in love?

CHORUS:  Can you dig it?

Count:   Oh yes, (sigh) please tell me where she lives. 

 (The CHORUS rises and has some simple tiptoe staging during the next song.)

CHORUS   Tiptoe so quietly, still as a mouse
& Count:  Right over there – that is the house, that is the house
  Quietly, quietly, now we are here

Count:  Nothing to fear?

CHORUS:  Nothing to fear

Count:  O.K.?

CHORUS:  O.K.

CHORUS Now we are here!
& Count: 
 (CHORUS tiptoes back to the “Malt Shop.”)

https://youtu.be/y2LFxY8Y9hE
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENT CHORUS & CAMEO ROLES continued

In the middle of Figaro’s aria, the CHORUS and the Count shout out twice.

#4 LEARN: The Hand Jive

Figaro:  Who leads a famous life, full of successes, full of successes? 
    Give you two guesses…Figaro, yes! Figaro, yes!  (a few measures of piano music)

CHORUS:  Figaro!

Figaro:  Stand clear!

CHORUS:  Hey, Figaro!

Figaro:  In gear!

 (Listen for Figaro to sing “I am the man” four times, then the CHORUS and Count do the   
 hand jive with audience. The pattern* goes as follows:
  Slap thighs 2x (“Ah, bravo Figaro”)
  Clap hands 2x (“Bravo bravissimo”)
  Cross right over left (palms down) 2x (“Ah, bravo Figaro”)
  Cross left open hand over right 2x (“Bravo bravissimo”)
  Bonk right fist on left 2x (“I am so fortunate”) 
  Bonk left fist on right 2x (“I am a lucky duck”)
  Jerk right thumb over right shoulder 2x (“I am a lucky duck”)
  Jerk left thumb over left shoulder 2x (‘I got it made”)

   *This whole pattern repeats and goes quickly; practice with the video tutorial.)

In the middle of the opera, the pianist will “knock” on the piano and then CHORUS will rise to sing 
their song, which is followed by the POLICE OFFICER’S lines.

#5 LEARN TO SING: Police Force

CHORUS:  Police force, and neighbors, unlock the door, unlock the door!
         Police force, and neighbors, unlock the door, unlock the door!

 (CHORUS will sit down again and the POLICE OFFICER will step forward to join scene.)

#6 LEARN YOUR LINES: Police Officer

Adults: (all talk at once)

OFFICER:  Everybody pipe down! Now, what seems to be the problem here?

https://youtu.be/nfLLi1cTQ9s
https://youtu.be/x2XtJ_VSpUg
https://youtu.be/coZ_iCxUu5c
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENT CHORUS & CAMEO ROLES continued

Adults: (all talk at once) 

OFFICER:  One at a time! Doctor?

Dr. Bartola: This hoodlum is trying to attack me!

OFFICER:  Is that true, son?

Count:  Boomerang?

Rosie:  Forgive him, Officer, he doesn’t speak much English.

Figaro:  Could you, like, step over here, Officer?   (whispers to Police Officer)

OFFICER: Well, that’s quite all right, then! Good day, sir, and welcome to Seville!  
           Enjoy your stay. 

 (OFFICER salutes, bows, shakes hands with Count…exits)

BASIL has been backstage since the beginning of Act Two. He/she enters during the “music 
lesson scene,” at the conclusion of Rosie’s aria “You alone with serenade.”  This throws everyone 
onstage into turmoil, because Rosie, Figaro and the Count (disguised as a music teacher) were 
pretending that BASIL was ill and needed a substitute. BASIL’S spoken lines come periodically 
during the next musical piece.

#7 LEARN YOUR LINES: Basil

Rosie:  Whoa! It’s Basil!

Count:  Heaven help us!

Figaro: That means trouble!

Bartola: How is this?

BASIL:  Here I am. Shall we begin?

Bartola:  This is really a surprise!

Rosie:  I don’t believe my eyes!

Count:   Now it’s time to improvise!

Figaro: And make up some clever lies!

BASIL:  What do you mean?

https://youtu.be/tttwSJSEyYM
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Figaro:  And now what’s happening? Am I here to do this treatment or to listen to you talk?   
  How am I supposed to manage if you take a little walk?

Bartola:  I am coming. Just a moment. (to Basil) You have an illness? You feel sickly?

Count:  We understand that you’ll return when you are healthy. You may go!

Bartola:  Quite right, you may go, you may go!

BASIL:  But, but, but, what about the lesson?

Count:  Don’t you worry for a moment. I prepared a lesson plan and this young lady has   
  been learning all about the art of song. So I promise that your student will be expert   
  before long! When an illness overcomes us we must rest until we’re healthy.

Rosie:  I could almost die of fright!

Figaro: Everything will be all right!

Count:  Time to go right back to bed, we all can see how sick you are!

BASIL:  I feel perfectly fine!

 (The quartet continues with BASIL being “fussed over” by the adult singers until they
 finally carry him/her off. BASIL changes back into the Chorus costume backstage and  
 rejoins the rest of the CHORUS in the “Malt Shop.”)

The final CHORUS number comes near the end of the show. The pianist cues them to rise and 
enter (with pillows). There are two lines before and after the final CHORUS song. 

#8 LEARN TO SING: Now your head is spinning

Rosie:  Wow! It’s the gang! Hi, everybody, ready to hit the hay?

CHORUS:  No! 

Rosie:  Wanna know what’s going on around here?

CHORUS:  Yeah!  (shake pillows above heads)

Count:  Well, I love Rosina, and, hopefully, she loves me! It’s quite overwhelming.

Rosie:  And how!

INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENT CHORUS & CAMEO ROLES continued

https://youtu.be/Ggz1O220Q2s
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CHORUS:  Now your head is spinning and you feel a strong yet sweet emotion.
         And your object of devotion feels the same sensation, too.
	 								 Love	is	blossoming	within	your	heart,	and	the	flower	is	so	new.
         Don’t be frightened or embarrassed by this mushy situation.
	 									 It’s	a	cause	for	celebration	when	you	find	a	love	that’s	true!

 (Following the final CHORUS song, the CHORUS remains onstage for the next scene.)

Rosie:  Thanks guys, I guess you’re right. Umm, Count…

Count:  You may call me Al, my dearest.

Rosie:  O.K., Al, my dearest, we can’t just run off together. I have to face the music with Dr.   
  B, but I WILL be your Countess!

CHORUS:  Yea!  (shake pillows above heads again)

Bartola:  What’s going on around here?

Rosie:  It’s a slumber party!

 (CHORUS drops pillows)

Bartola:  I can see that…I mean him!

Rosie:  Dr. B, may I introduce

Figaro:  Count

Count:  Almaviva

Bartola:  And you, you, you

Rosie, Count & Figaro:  Love each other

CHORUS:  Yes, yes yes! (do the twist, pointing fingers ala Steve Martin)

Bartola:  (to CHORUS) GO TO SLEEP!

 (CHORUS immediately flop onto their pillows and put down heads. The opera ends soon   
 after this, and CHORUS will rise for the curtain call.)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENT CHORUS & CAMEO ROLES continued

 OPERA TIP: Watch and Listen!
The characters’ faces, gestures, and 
repetition of lyrics help tell the story 

during opera performance.
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CAN YOU IMAGINE THAT? Page 1 of 2

Create your own funny musical story! Decide WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN and HOW. You 
choose which brainstorm comes first. When you finish, if you like, you can ‘tell’ your story by 

putting together all of your ideas – by yourself or with classmates, friends or family!

Fun Suggestions:
People from the opera 

Barber of Seville or 
similar - but of your own 

creation - maybe a handy 
person trickster, a grumpy 
grown-up, and teenagers. 
Can you imagine people 

from your friends and 
neighbors or school life 

that could have a similar 
make-believe story?

Imagine your characters. Draw ideas and write about your picture.

This is your plan or action. Draw ideas and write about your picture.

Fun Suggestions:
* Brainstorm a list of 

odd jobs - choose props 
(hammer, paint brush, 
beauty products, etc.) 

Maybe the grumpy 
grown-up bosses the 
teenagers, while the 
trickster plays pranks 

and helps the teenagers 
outsmart the grown-up? 
Create a vehicle to carry 
tools and props. Wagon? 

Push cart? Backpack?

W H A T

W H O
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CAN YOU IMAGINE THAT? Page 2 of 2

This is your location. Draw ideas and write about your picture.

Fun Suggestions:
* Home

* Outdoors (countryside, 
park, yard)

* Store
* School (classroom, 

office, playground, gym, 
library)

Fun Suggestions:
* The Present

* The Past (1950’s like 
Barber of Seville, another 
time in American history, 
prehistoric/dinosaur era)

* The Future (next week, in 
200 years)

This is the time. Draw ideas and write about your picture.

In what way will events unfold? Draw ideas and write about your picture.

Fun Suggestions:
* Use the opera overture to 

create a mood, tell story
* Pull together or make fun 

costumes for characters
* Create setting - use 

furniture, draw or paint 
background scene

W H E R E

W H E N

H O W
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GLOSSARY OF WORDS FROM BARBER OF SEVILLE

(In order of occurrence and what they mean in the libretto)

1.  Groovy, keen, the living end cool

2.  Dreamboat handsome or beautiful person

3.  Lucky Duck lucky guy

4.  Dig understand and appreciate

5.  Check out the square threads look at the “not cool” clothes

6.  Doo Wop a dance move

7.  Cat guy

8.  Here’s the buzz here’s the information

9.  Guardian adult  in charge of a young person

10.  Kook Goofy guy

11.  Now I’m cooking I’m on a roll

12.  Jump back, Jack; hold the phone wait a minute

13.  Hunk good-looking guy

14.  Sends me thrills me

15.  That chick’s some dish that girl is very pretty

16.  Hot Rod car that’s been fixed up to be noisy and fast

17.  Swoon faint

18.  Croak die

19.  Spilled the beans told a secret

20.  Got eyes for you likes you

21.  Daffy, zany a little wild and crazy

22.  Sappy sentimental, believes anything

23.  Rec Room recreation/family room

24.  Grounded cannot go out of the house

25.  Pipe Down be quiet

26.  Hoodlum Gangster

27.  Hold the phone wait a minute

28.  Cut the mustard make something work, be o.k.

29.  Like fun, my foot no way, as if!

30.  Buzz off get out of here

31.  Drip creep

32.  Face the music take your punishment
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BARBER OF SEVILLE WORD SEARCH

Buzz off
Cat
Croak
Cut the mustard
Daffy zany
Dig
Doo Wop
Dreamboat
Drip
Face the music

Got eyes for you
Grounded
Guardian
Heres the buzz
Hold the phone
Hoodlum
Hot Rod
Hunk
Kook
Like fun my foot

Lucky Duck
Now I’m cooking
Pipe Down
Rec Room
Sappy
Sends me
Spilled the beans
Swoon
That chicks some dish
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COUNT ALMAVIVA

Character drawings by Ingrid Kallick
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ROSINA

Character drawings by Ingrid Kallick
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SEVILLE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Character drawings by Ingrid Kallick
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DOCTOR BARTOLA

Character drawings by Ingrid Kallick
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FIGARO

Character drawings by Ingrid Kallick
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POLICE OFFICER & BASIL

Character drawings by Ingrid Kallick
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O p e r a  F o r 

T h e  Y o u n g ’ s

Your music teacher will help you learn these chorus songs. 

If you would like to rehearse the music outside of school, 
rehearsal tracks are available online:

https://ofty.org/tms

Who is that beauty, Just as a dream Page 21

Tiptoe so quietly Page 22

Police force Page 23

Now your head is spinning Page 24

 STUDENT 
CHORUS MUSIC 

https://ofty.org/tms
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Who is that beauty, Just as a dream MELODY
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3
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1Who is that beauty?
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Tiptoe so quietly MELODY

& # 43
Moderato
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5Tiptoe so quietly
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Police force MELODY
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8
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Now your head is spinning MELODY
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10 Now your head is spinning


